Over the last decades, considerable progress has been made in the understanding of the sulfur cycle in sewer systems. In spite of a wealth of experimental and field studies that have addressed the release of hydrogen sulfide from free surface flows in gravity sewers and the corresponding air-water mass transfer, little is known about hydrogen sulfide emission under highly turbulent conditions (e.g., drop structures, hydraulic jumps). In this study, experimental work was carried out to analyze the influence of characteristics of drops on reaeration. Physical models were built, mimicking typical sewer drop structures and allowing different types of drops, drop heights, tailwater depths and flow rates. In total, 125 tests were performed. Based on their results, empirical expressions translating the relationship between the mass transfer of oxygen and physical parameters of drop structures were established. Then, by applying the two-film theory with two-reference substances, the relation to hydrogen sulfide release was defined. The experiments confirmed that the choice of the type of drop structure is critical to determine the uptake/emission rates. By quantifying the air-water mass transfer rates between free-fall and backdrop types of drop, the latter resulted in considerably lower oxygen uptake rates.
INTRODUCTION
Intense and continuous urban expansion during the last decades has sparked innumerous challenges to a sustainable development and to the general well-being of the society. The effects of this growth have been reflected in sewer systems as well, namely in the planning, design and implementation of increasingly larger, longer and more complex systems. These correspond to higher risk of problems related to hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S). H 2 S is one of the species of dissolved sulfides (S D ) that, when in its gaseous form, may have important effects on urban infrastructures. These can be summarized as: building up of unpleasant odors; corrosion of sewer infrastructures and creation of toxic and potentially deadly atmospheres (Matos ).
Emission of H 2 S to the sewer atmosphere is known to be related to turbulence, pH, temperature and wastewater constituents (Yongsiri ) . Several studies have addressed the production of H 2 S under free surface flow in gravity sewers and the corresponding air-water mass transfer (e.g., ASCE ; Hvitved-Jacobsen et al. ). Additionally, a number of formulas have been proposed for predicting emission rates along sewer reaches, namely by USEPA () and Yongsiri et al. () .
Even though scientific knowledge about sulfides and their consequences in sewer systems has been continuously increasing, fundamental aspects remain relatively unknown. This is the case, for example, of H 2 S emissions under highly turbulent conditions, which is one of the cornerstones to understand and predicting local odor and corrosion problems encountered at force main discharges, drop structures, and other similar sections throughout sewer networks. Consequently, methods or expressions developed to evaluate the risk of H 2 S-related problems under these circumstances are still missing.
To contribute to a more realistic analysis of the fate of sulfides in the liquid and in the gas phase, and hence to a more detailed assessment of odor and corrosion problems, it is necessary to improve our understanding of the liquidgas mass transfer process, particularly when under highly turbulent conditions. This knowledge is essential to predict the effects of sulfides in wastewater infrastructures, and has the potential to improve substantially the design and management approach of sewer systems. The interest in this subject has led to some recent conceptual models being developed to evaluate the kinetics of the H 2 S release, namely presented by Yongsiri et al. (b) ; Nielsen et al. () , and Lahav et al. () .
Theoretical considerations regarding the quantification of the influence of turbulence on mass transfer across liquid-gas boundaries has led to concepts such as the twofilm theory of Whitman () and Liss & Slater () , the penetration theory (Higbie ) and the surface renewal theory (Danckwerts ) . However, the most commonly used to quantify mass transfer of any volatile substance is the two-film theory. Usually, this quantification is done resorting to reference compounds, in a method that has primarily been developed and verified for substances where the resistance to mass transfer resides predominantly in the liquid film and where the resistance in the gas film is deemed negligible. Examples of such compounds are oxygen (O 2 ), carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), methane (CH 4 ), and hydrogen sulfide (H 2 S).
Following a set of experiments previously carried out to study the effect of free-fall drops in reaeration and H 2 S gas emission rates presented by Matias et al. () , a setup was designed to further evaluate the influence of drop configurations on the mass transfer process. Two backdrop discharge conditions were tested, non-submerged and submerged, in order to differentiate the reaeration results between them and compare to the ones obtained with the free-fall setup. To do so, extensive experimental work was undertaken, with different drop heights, flow rates, and tailwater depths.
Novel empirical expressions translating the relationship between the mass transfer of oxygen and physical parameters of drop structures were established. Then, by applying the results from a second set of experiments conducted to study the liquid-gas mass transfer of several volatile substances in a range of Henry's constants (H C from 0.000213 to 31.11 [À]) covering both types of resistance to mass transfer (Matias et al. a ) the equations to determine the mass transfer of O 2 could be used on an improved estimation of the H 2 S release on drop structures. Subsequently, the presented work can be made relevant by strengthening existing modeling frameworks, e.g., WATS -Wastewater Aerobic/anaerobic Transformations in Sewers (Hvitved-Jacobsen et al. ) or AEROSEPT -Aerobic Conditions and Septicity in Sewerage Collection Systems (Matos ), specifically by improving the estimation of the release of volatile substances at high turbulence locations (Matias b; Matias et al. c) . Additionally, to support these modeling tools more emphasis should also be given to field measurements in order to obtain adequate data for model calibration and allowing more reliable simulations (Matias et al. a, submitted) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental drop structures setups
Experimental setups were built in the laboratory mimicking typical sewer drop structures ( Figure 1 ) corresponding to two types of drops: free-fall and backdrop, the latter with both submerged and non-submerged discharge conditions. These setups allowed a wide range of drop heights (H drop ), namely of 0.30, 0.60, 0.90, 1.20 and 1.50 m; several tailwater depths (h tail ) for the free-fall drop, of 0.06, 0.11 and 0.25 m and, for the backdrop, a fixed h tail of 0.06 m; and two different flow rates for the circulating water (Q), of 0.09 and 0.18 L s À1 .
The schematic drawings of how this was accomplished are depicted in Figure 2 . The structures were made of acrylic parts: two upstream modules for simulating a free-fall drop (4) and a backdrop (5), respectively; a downstream tank (1); several intermediate modules (3), allowing changes to the drop height; and a recirculation pump (KSB Rio C 25-40, (2)). The upstream modules were designed to equalize the flow and minimize turbulence before the drop. It contained a small reservoir and an overflow weir, which ensured that the jet caused by the pumping was equalized and the water fell freely. In all it was possible to simulate:
• a free-fall drop from a 100 mm diameter pipe into a manhole, Figure 2 Another difference between the two setups is the fact that, for the backdrop upstream module (5), a 'T' structure was added so as to mimic the conditions of this type of manhole, Figure 1 (b), with a curved structure (7) connected at the end of the drop pipe (6) in order to conduct the flow into the downstream tank (1). Further details about the experimental setup have been described elsewhere (Matias et al. ) .
Procedure and measurements
To analyze the effect of drop structures on the liquid-gas mass transfer process, reaeration tests were carried out. In these tests, the initial dissolved oxygen (DO) content was removed and the air-to-water oxygen mass transfer analyzed until saturation was achieved. The experimental procedure and the equipment used has been previously described in detail (Matias et al. ) . In summary, continuous measurements of DO, pH, temperature (T), redox potential (ORP) and conductivity (Cond) were made using a YSI556 Multi-Probe System sensor.
Theoretical developments
Determination of K L a O 2
The uptake rate value, K L a 20 , for each experiment was determined by discretizing Equation (1) and solving the mass balance for the combined liquid and gas phase until the equilibrium concentration (C Leq ) was reached.
where dC L /dt is the change in the liquid phase concentration over time [mol m À3 h À1 ]; K L a 20 is the volumetric mass transfer coefficient at
C L is the concentration in the liquid phase [mol m À3 ]; C Leq is the concentration at equilibrium in the liquid phase [mol m À3 ].
Temperature-dependent variables were corrected at each time-step. The temperature dependency for the Henry's law constant with respect to the liquid phase was obtained from Sander (). A temperature dependency for K L a of α ¼ 1.03 was used, as this is a typical value for molecular diffusion and has been frequently confirmed for similar systems (Yongsiri et al. a) . Then, the K L a 20 was determined by minimizing the mean absolute error between the estimates and the measured DO values. This was achieved by applying the Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES, Hansen ()) algorithm in the optimization.
Deduction of the drop equation
The air-water mass transfer at drop structures is a rather complex phenomenon, and each structure has, in principle, its own specific characteristics. In theory, both release and uptake from the water phase of volatile substances at drop structures are driven by the same mechanism. To date, a number of studies have been conducted focusing on oxygen/reaeration (e.g., Thistlethwayte ; Pomeroy & Lofy ; Butts & Evans ; Nakasone ; Pincince ; Labocha et al. ; Rahmé et al. ). Despite this, expressions and models that describe both stripping and uptake in the water phase are still relatively simple and incomplete.
As a pragmatic and simple alternative to describing the drop-specific mass transfer by the K L a value, the release or uptake characteristics of a volatile compound can be related to the drop height, H drop , and to a drop mass transfer coefficient, k H , as exemplified for reaeration in Equation (2):
where r O2 is the DO deficit ratio for reaeration at a drop structure [À]; k H is the drop reaeration coefficient [m À1 ]; H drop is the drop height, i.e., the difference between the energy line upstream and downstream of the drop structure [m].
This equation refers to the O 2 -deficit ratio (r O 2 ) concept upstream and downstream of a drop (Gameson ), and the following equation expresses a practical solution to this approach:
and Once determined for an actual system and flow conditions, γ DO is a system-specific constant that can be successively applied for the same drop with different DO s and DO u values. With no reaeration, DO u ¼ DO d and γ ¼ 0. On the other hand, when DO d ¼ DO s , γ ¼ 1. As for the K L a values, γ depends theoretically on the following factors: drop height; upstream and downstream oxygen deficit; wastewater quality; the geometry of the drop; temperature of the liquid phase; flow rate; and tailwater depth.
Since a direct relation between the K L a values obtained under the specific conditions of the conducted experiments and the equations commonly used for drop structures does not exist, among other things due to the determinant influence of the liquid phase's recirculation on the results, an attempt was carried out (Matias ) .
The recirculating setup mimics the parts of a drop where the main liquid-gas mass transfer takes place, namely the falling water column and the turbulences in the tailwater. It allows determination of the K L a value of the falling water and turbulent tailwater, which then can be converted to an oxygen deficit ratio for the drop. This approach can be visualized as an equivalent sequence of drops under steadystate conditions, where the concentrations downstream of each drop correspond to the concentrations upstream of the following drop. Several assumptions are made in this idealized view of the recirculating setup, namely:
• a complete mixture in the downstream tank is attained; • the compound mass transfer from the tailwater surface is not important when compared to the mass transfer caused by the drop; and
• the deficit ratio is a function of a drop parameter that depends on physical parameters such as drop height (H drop ), flow rate (Q), and tailwater depth (h tail ).
Stemming from these assumptions, it is possible to make a mass balance including the tailwater volume and contributions from the falling water:
• Equivalent to Equation (3), the DO present at the end of each drop before being diluted into the tailwater volume can be described by:
• A mass balance is then given by:
• After developing, the following equation is obtained:
where K drop is the inverse of the deficit ratio
V is the volume remaining as tailwater after the pump is switched on [L]; Q is the flow rate [L s À1 ]; ΔDO/Δt is the change in the liquid phase concentration over time [mg L À1 s À1 ].
Since Equation (1) is also true, comparing with Equation (7) results in the subsequent relation between K L a 20 and the empirical parameter that relates the deficit ratio in a drop structure, Equation (8):
Equation (8) is particularly useful in the present work, as it constitutes a direct relation between the measured mass transfer rates and the mass transfers that should be expected in actual drop structures, interestingly bypassing the need to account for parameters such as drop time. It should be acknowledged, however, that K drop is not analogous to K L a 20 as it is affected by DO d , being prone to an interpretation similar to that of the local headloss coefficients used in hydraulics.
Lastly, the CMA-ES algorithm was also implemented to optimize the relation between K drop , resulting from applying Equation (8) 
Determination of K L a H 2 S
The results obtained by Matias et al. (c) validated the approach by which the mass transfer of an arbitrary substance (C x ) can be predicted from the transfer of two reference compounds, one with the main resistance to mass transfer in the liquid film (C w ), and another with the main resistance in the gas film (C g ), Equation (9).
where K C is the overall mass transfer coefficient of substance C across a liquid-gas boundary [m s À1 ]; k GC is the gas phase mass transfer coefficient of substance
GC is the diffusion coefficient of substance C in the gas phase [m 2 s À1 ]; n L , n G is the number (exponent); C x ,C w ,C g is an arbitrary substance, a substance with the main resistance in the liquid phase and a substance with the main resistance in the gas phase.
In that study, it was also found that both films contributed significantly to the mass transfer resistance of a substance when its Henry's constant was between 0.0027 and 1.05 [À]. This interval is approximately five times higher than the one often applied as a rule of thumb for environmental systems, 0.0005 < H C < 0.18 (Hvitved-Jacobsen et al. () based on Liss & Slater ()). The main reason for this difference is thought to be that the turbulence in the liquid of the studied system, a sewer drop structure, was significantly higher than that of most related environmental applications.
Additionally, it appeared that, for a typical free-fall drop, a fixed ratio between the mass transfer coefficients of the two reference compounds could be assumed. In that case, with oxygen and acetone as the reference substances, k GC w ≈ 10 k LC g could be used as an estimate.
Most importantly, those findings allow the equations to determine the mass transfer of O 2 to be used on an improved estimate of H 2 S release on drop structures (Matias a):
Considering the diffusion coefficients in water of D L,H 2 S ¼ 1.93 and D L,O 2 ¼ 2.24, in 10 5 cm 2 s À1 , and in air of D G,H 2 S ¼ 0.174 and D G,ACTN ¼ 0.235, in cm 2 s À1 , together with k GC ≈ 10 k LC and that, from the two-film theory, the exponents n L ¼ n G ¼ 1, yields Equation (11).
For the case of O 2 as a reference substance with a substance where the resistance in the gas film can also be ignored, is possible to simplify Equations (1)-(12).
With a Henry's constant equal to 0.404, H 2 S falls inside the range where both resistances to mass transfer are important; ignoring the gas film resistance would result in overestimating the H 2 S mass transfer by 13% and so, the full Equation (11) should be used. Applying Equation (11) or the simpler Equation (12), it must be kept in mind that the mass transfer solely relates to the H 2 S-component of the sulfide in the water. For practical application, the pHdependent dissociation of sulfide hence must be taken into account.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
General aspects
Temperature, pH, redox potential and conductivity were continuously measured. Regarding the free-fall experiments with h tail ¼ 0.25 m, minimum, maximum and average initial values as well as the average variation between the final and initial measurements for these parameters were shown, as an example, in Matias et al. () .
Overall temperature tended to increase due to pump action by around 1 W C throughout the experiments (0.03 W C min À1 ), ORP increased considerably due to the reabsorption of oxygen by the liquid phase, and both pH and conductivity remained relatively stable. Despite the fact that the last two parameters are not very relevant to experiments conducted with oxygen, they are of the utmost importance in unbuffered experiments with dissolved sulfide to determine the amount present in the form of H 2 S and as potential indicators of reaction products.
To provide an insight into the observations, the freefall results for different H drop , h tail , Q and T are presented in Figure 3(a) . Examples of results for the concentration in the liquid phase after optimization are depicted in Figure 3 (b). In Figure 3(b) , dots represent measured values and lines the simulated evolution in the liquid phase.
Reaeration under turbulent conditions
Experiments with the free-fall setup Table 2 shows, organized by tailwater depth and flow rate, the average, median, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of the K L a 20 values obtained after the optimization. The CMA-ES algorithm was then applied to relate the K drop values, from the application of Equation (8) to the K L a 20 values of Table 2 , with the tested variables and parameters: H drop , Q and h tail . In total, 101 results of K drop were obtained. The coefficients/exponents for each type of expression used to determine K drop were defined by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) between simulations and the K drop values were derived from K L a 20 , Table 1 .
As expected, increasing the number of variables in the optimization results in a decrease of the MSE and, accordingly, Nakasone's type of equation led to nearly 25% of the error of Pomeroy and Lofy's type of equation.
To detect and exclude possible outliers from the dataset, Grubbs' test was conducted (with a significance level of 0.05). In this case, and only for the optimization using Nakasone's equation, two values were considered outliers. These corresponded to the first two experiments conducted with h tail ¼ 0.25 m, H drop ¼ 0.97 m and Q 2 ¼ 0.18 L s À1 (K L a 20 values shown in bold italics in Table 2 ).
To choose between the different optimized equations is not a straightforward task. Since the number of experiments carried out for each combination of parameters (H drop , Q, and h tail ) was not the same, if the selected equation would be the one obtained with all K drop values, the combinations with a larger number of tests would have a disproportionate weight in the equation's optimization.
In order to perform the optimization without an obvious bias towards the more frequent combinations of parameters, the mean and median K drop values of every combination were determined and analyzed using a violin plot based on kernel densities. In terms of the variation of the obtained errors for each H drop , chosen here due to its relevance to the estimation of K drop , the difference was not substantial. Despite this, the median alternative was chosen due to a slightly better behavior for most drop heights resulting in the following equation:
In Figure 4 , experimental results and the ones resulting from applying Equation (13) to the respective flow rate, drop height and tailwater depth are depicted. The fitting can be considered as fair for Q1, Figure 4(a) , and as good for Q2, Figure 4(b) .
The lower the K drop value, the more efficient is the reaeration process in the drop structure. As can be perceived from Figure 4 , K drop decreases with increasing drop heights and tailwater depths and with decreasing flow rates. However, the drop equation, found from optimizing the obtained experimental results, predicts very little reaeration for flow rates above a certain value. Equation (13) seems to fit very well in the range of the experimental flow rates, but does not look as if it could be extrapolated for flow rates above 1 L s À1 . The prediction would give no increase in reaeration with increasing drop height, which is counterintuitive.
Experiments with the backdrop setup
Two backdrop discharge conditions, non-submerged and submerged, were tested in a total of 24 experiments. This was carried out in order to differentiate between the reaeration results and compare them to the ones obtained with the free-fall setup under conditions of a tailwater depth of h tail ¼ 0.06 m. As for the free-fall experiments, the CMA-ES algorithm was applied in the optimization of the parameters used to relate K drop with the tested drop characteristics: drop height and flow rate for both types of discharge. The expressions used were of the form of the expressions shown in Table 1 (excluding the equation After two outliers were excluded from the dataset, with all datasets MSE ¼ 0.008.
of Nakasone's type, as tailwater depth was not a parameter). However, it should be stressed that, due to the considered limited number of conducted experiments, these specific optimized equations for the backdrop setup only serve comparative purposes, and should not be interpreted as actually describing the process. For both discharges, the lowest MSE were obtained with an equation of Pincince's type, i.e., including both H drop and Q (data not shown). Figure 5 (a) and 5(b) illustrate the experimental results for the submerged and non-submerged discharge type (full lines). The results from the free-fall drop experiments with the tailwater depth of h tail ¼ 0.06 m are also depicted (dotted lines), where, FF,Q# corresponds to the values obtained from Equation (13).
To compare the obtained equations for K drop between the free-fall and the backdrop experiments, the one resulting from the free-fall setup, Equation (13), was applied to the results of both types of backdrop discharge, only allowing coefficient c(1) to be re-optimized and keeping exponents c(2), c(3) and c(4) as presented in For the submerged discharge, the optimized c(1) value was c(1)* ¼ À0.094, while the free-fall oxygen experiments had resulted in c(1) ¼ À0.525. Regarding the non-submerged discharge, c(1)** ¼ À0.244, but with a much higher MSE (data not shown). Graphically, when comparing between the optimized equations that resulted directly from the backdrop experiments, with Equation (13)* and (13)** from the oxygen free-fall drop tests with adjusted c(1), Figure 5 (c) and 5(d) are obtained. Overall, the submerged backdrop led to an 82% decrease in the c(1) coefficient, while with the non-submerged discharge backdrop a 54% decrease was obtained, however showing a different trend.
As can be observed, the behavior differs between the backdrop experiments. The results obtained with the submerged setup were of the expected form, showing the same performance with the drop height but with higher K drop values, corresponding to less air-water mass transfer for the same drop height compared to the setup with the free-fall drop. However, regarding the non-submerged backdrop results, the trend is more difficult to understand, but it might be related to the way the kinetic energy is dissipated. In real sewer systems, usually with sub-critical flows, the effect of backdrops results, generally, in changing the flow regime with a hydraulic jump downstream. These hydraulic jumps contribute to further reaeration (and H 2 S release) that was not accounted for in these experiments.
It is important to stress that from these results some considerable achievements were obtained, allowing the comparison between the mass transfer processes of the analyzed drop structure types. Depending on whether the goal is to promote reaeration or reduce the release of compounds, these findings help in making more conscious decisions between both outcomes when designing a new sewer system or rehabilitating an existing one.
H 2 S release under turbulent conditions
An improved estimation of the H 2 S release on drop structures can be obtained from Equation (12) 
Since the Henry's constant of H 2 S is 0.404 at standard conditions (Sander ), Equation (14) hence tells that approximately 80% of the oxygen deficit ratio is accounted for by the resistance in the liquid phase while 20% is accounted for in the gas phase. Ignoring the gas phase, as has typically been done when applying oxygen as a reference gas to assess the mass transfer of H 2 S, will therefore cause a small but not insignificant overestimation of the actual H 2 S release.
Applying the suggested correction, the approach of using oxygen as a tracer instead of measuring H 2 S in the liquid phase directly has several benefits. First of all, while it is possible to continuously measure H 2 S in liquid applying an amperometric sensor, this is not standard technology for field applications. Furthermore, when measuring H 2 S directly, it is crucial to keep track of total dissolved sulfide, as the pKa value of sulfide is 7 and hence only part of the sulfide will be in the H 2 S form under typical in-sewer conditions. This requires accurate pH measurement, after which the actual deficit ratio or mass transfer constant must be back-calculated from these two measurements.
All in all, measuring H 2 S release directly is more complicated than measuring oxygen, and is also likely to incur more measurement errors. The presented indirect method, on the other hand, can readily be applied and requires only standard oxygen sensors available at most wastewater enterprises.
CONCLUSIONS
Extensive experimental work was performed in order to help describe the effects of two types of drop structures, free-fall and backdrop, on air-water mass transfer of oxygen. It was found that all analyzed parameters, i.e., drop height, flow rate and tailwater depth, were important.
The experiments were carried out using tap water under laboratory conditions and, therefore, the influence of the wastewater constituents on the air-water mass transfer process was not investigated. Furthermore, the expression of K drop was derived by transforming a setup with recirculating water to a sequence of drops under steady state conditions in which the concentration downstream of each drop corresponded to the concentration upstream of the following one.
The mass transfer of O 2 was determined as a compound deficit ratio, and an equation following the form of the one originally proposed by Nakasone in 1987 was defined. The expression that better fitted the results under the tested conditions corresponded to a step in the simulation of reaeration and H 2 S release under turbulent conditions that should be further explored in the future. Overall, the submerged backdrop led to an 82% decrease in the c(1) coefficient when compared to the one optimized for the free-fall results. Regarding the non-submerged discharge backdrop, a 54% decrease was obtained, showing however a different trend.
It is believed that the obtained results help in making more conscious decisions when planning and designing a sewer system, as they confirmed that the choice of the type of drop structure is critical to determining uptake/emission rates. Therefore, depending on whether the goal is to promote reaeration or reduce the release of compounds, so should be the selection of the drop structure type. In this case, free-fall drops should be chosen for the former and backdrops would be more suitable for the latter.
